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Abstract 

In this paper, we describe HSTS, a system that constructs executable observation schedules for the Hubble Space 
Telescope (HST). HST observation scheduling is a complex task, requiring attendance lo a myriad of consmints 
relating to orbit characteristics, power and thermal balance requirements, insuument capabilities. viewing 
conditions, guidance requirements, overall allocation objectives. and astonomer specirrc restrictions and preferences. 
HSTS provides a general framework for representing and solving such complex scheduling problems. Genedly 
speaking, scheduling in HSTS is viewed as the pmcess of consrmcting a prediction of the behavior of a physical 
system (e.g. the HST operating environment) bat reflects specified g& and constraints. The HSTS architecture 
provides a domain description lmguage fcu speeifying the srmcture and dynamics of the physical system, a 
temporal dam base for modeling possible system behaviors over time, and an oppormnistic, cons!ajntdirecled 
scheduling methodology for constructing a system behavior (or set of behaviors) consistent with stated scheduling 
goals and constrainu. 
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1 Introduction 
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) is a sophisticated $1.4 billion observatory that is currently scheduled to be 

placed in low earth orbit in early 1990. iis expected operational lifetime will be approximately 15 years. Once 
deployed, HST will present the asnonomid community with unprecedented opportunities for exploration of the 
universe. With its complement of six viewing instruments, HST will allow a s m m e r s  to observe and analyze 
celestial objects at a distance 7 to 10 times further than is currently possible from existing ground-based 
observatories. Contention for viewing d m  among prospective useds is understandably expected to be high, and 
efficient management of telescope operations so as to maximize scientific usage is thus a critical operational 
concem. 

The development of observation schedules for HST is a large and complex task. From a pool of observation 
programs accepted by the HST allocation committee in a given calendar year, several thousand observations must be 
selected and placed on a time Line, and decisions am subject to a myriad of constraints relating to orbit 
characteristics, power and thermal balance requirements, instrument capabilities, viewing conditions, guidance 
requirements, overall allocation objectives, and proposer specifi: mmctions and prefmces. Many of these 
consmints relate to the actual dynamics of canying out telescope observations, and one source of complexity lies in 
generating feasible sequences of spacecraft activities (ea., warming up and cooling down of instruments, pointing 
maneuvers, communicatim of data, etc.) that realize desired telescope behavior. Cmplexity also derives from the 
fact that it is generally not possible to satisfy all problem constraints. In situations of conflict, requirements must be 
selectively relaxed (e.g., by dropping specific observations or observation pmgrams) and appropiate compromises 
among various objectives and preferences must bedetermined. 

Current support for HST obsavation planning and scheduling is provided by the Science Operations Ground 
System (SOGS). a $70 million FORTRAN-based sollware system developed by TRW for use by astronomerS at the 
Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI). SOGS has had a somewhat checkered past 1171. due in pan to the 
complexity of the scheduling problem and the constraints that must be taken into accounr, and in part to the 
difficulty of developing a solution via traditional specification-based software engineering practices and 
conventional programming languages. Evolving specifdons of various telescope capabilities and operational 
constrainrs, for example. have necessitated rewrites to major portions of the system, and the effects of these changes 
on other aspects of the system are still being discovered and debugged. Under development since 1981, the software 
has only recently reached the point where it appears capable of providing an acceptable level of support. At the same 
time, the system implements u fairly rigid approach to solving the problem. The treatment of different constraints is 
inexfhably bound to the underlying scheduling algorithm. Unanticipated consmints (eg., the fact that an 
observation might be causally related to more than one other observarion) cannot be easily accommodared. and 
many sources of scheduling flexibility admiued by the c m i  HST proposal specifications [ I S ]  simply cannot be 
exploited. This. in turn, places limits the system’s ability to effectively address the observation scheduling problcm. 

?he Hubble Space Telescope Scheduling (HSTS) project was initiated at Camegie Mellon by NASA wilh the 
goal of developing a more effective appmch ta scheduling problems, l i e  that of managing HST operations, hat 
require attendance m a  large and complex set of consmints and objectives. It was motivated specifically by a desire 
to explore the broader applicability of techniques for o p p o r ~ t i c .  conrbainr-direcred scheduling previously 
developed and validated in complex factory scheduling domains [7,14,111. Consmintdirected scheduling is an 
incremental methodology wherein heuristic knowledge relating to characteristics of e m f  solution constraints is 
exploited as a means for dynamicaUy structuring the search for a solution. Given its complexity and the perceived 
limitations of c a n t  solutions, the HST scheduling problem was selected as an appropriate domain for this work. 
Consideration of thiis problem has led to considerable generalization of previously developed techniques. Principal, 
in this regard, is the development of a general framework for representing and reasoning about constraints that 
reflea the dynamics of the physical system to be controlled, and a scheduling methodology that integrates such 
siate-dependenr problem solving with constraint-directed pmblem struchuing. This extends the applicability of our 
previous work in factory scheduling to domains that require attendance to a wide variety of state-dependent 
conditions in addition to resource availability. In the mntext of HST, we believe this approach overcomes the 
inherent inflexibility of the existing SOGS scheduling software and provides a basis for constructing observation 
schedules h a t  more accurately reflect the full range of HST scheduling constraints and objectives. More generally. 
we believe the approach is relevant to a much wider range of scheduling applications. 
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In this paper, we describe HSTS, a prototype system for don-term (one week to one month) telescope 
observation shedding that implements this generalized m h .  Generally speaking, scheduling in HSTS is 
viewed as the process of constructing a prediction of the behavior of a physical system that reflects specified goals 
and conshainls. The HSTS arehikclure provides a domuin descripfion language for spciffing the sbuchue and 
dynamics of the physical system, a lemporal &IO bare for modeling possible system behaviors over time. and a 
scheduling mefhodology for consrmcting a system behavior (or set of behaviors) consistent with stated scheduling 
goals and cons!mints. To provide a context for describing this scheduling architecture, we first examine in more 
detail the nature of the HST scheduling problem and its constraints, and the concept of opponunistic, consuaint- 
directed scheduling that motivates our a p p m h .  

2 The HST Observation Scheduling Problem 
As indicated. the HST observation scheduling problem is one of detailing a timetable of telescope activities that 

implements. to the extent possible, a set of observation programs that have been previously selected for execution by 
Ihe HST allocation committee from a larger sex of submitted proposals. According to current telescope management 
policies. pmposals will be reviewed on an annual basis, at which time selections of programs for the coming year 
will be made. The number of programs accepted in a given year is expected to exceed the actual viewing time 
available. Accordingly, some number of accepted programs will be designated as supplemental. implying that their 
inclusion in the telescope's schedule is not guaranteed. Generally spealcing, the HST scheduling problem is one of 
maximizing the amount of science viewing time while auending as much as possible to the diverse preferences of 
specific observation programs and insuring feasibility with w p x t  to the complex set of constraints surrounding 
operation of the telescope and execution of obsmatim. 

One broad class of scheduling consbaints are tho% imposed by users to achieve desired scientific objectives. The 
HST observing proposal specification language I151 provides the asmnomer considetable flexibility in defining 
observation programs. A Variety of relationships among constituent observations may be specfied. including partial 
orderings over sets of observations, temporal separation consmints between ordmd observations, temporal 
grouping constraints over unordered observations, coordinated parallel observations with different viewing 
instruments. m e  telescope orientation constraints for multiple observations, and conditional execution of 
dependent obsfmations. The observations in a given program may be individually prioritized, and it is also possible 
to specify preferences with respect to observation completion levels (e.g., 2595 completion is minimally acceptable, 
50% completion would be desirable, 75% completion is the maximum required). Uncoordinated parallel 
observation programs can also be defined, in which case constituent observations are intended to be executed in 
parallel with those of other programs if their constraints can be mutually satisfied. 

The execution of a specific observation requires the satisfaction of many additional constraints, relating primarily 
to the dynamics of telescope opemiom. Consider the following hypothetical observation: 

OBSEUVATION 1 Take a picture of Globular Cluster NGC 288 sometime between October lst, 1990 and 
October 3 1 s  1990. The picture has to be taken with the Wi& Field camera (WF, in normal configuration. 
The exposure must have a duration of 1 minute. 

This specification accurately descrih what the user wanrs to obtain fmm the telescope but leaves unspecified the 
operational constraints associated with actually executing the exposure. In fact, these constraints relate more to the 
physics of picture-raking with the telescope, and ae. uually independent of the particular observations to be 
executed. 

Two of the conditions that have to be satisfied in order to perform any observation with the WF are: 
1. The telescope must be pointed at the target while the picture is being taken; 

2. The WF must be operational (Le., exposing) for the specified duration. 
Fach of lhese conditions, in nun. places additional conshaints on the required state of the telescope and/or of Ihe 
surrounding environment with which the telescope interacts, which must be similarly established for thc exposure to 
take place. ?he concatenation of constraints that is required is analogous to the expansion of planning gods in a 
planner [5,181. However the nature. of the constrain& to be represented is such that they are not easily expressible 
in current planning representation frameworks. 
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Returning to our example, if Condition 1 is not already satisfied, it can be achieved by mating (or slewing) thc 
telescop from the orientation required by the previous target to that of NGC 288. No slewing would be required if 
the observation scheduled to occur immediately before OBSERVAlION 1 was also of NGC 288. More generally, the 
duration of a slewing operation depends on the position of the previous target on the celestial sphere, being a 
function of the sweeping angle between the two orientations and the slewing angular velocity.’ Such a duration can 
therefore be calculated only when an observation sequence has been determined. 

Pointing at a target, however, requires more than just slewing the telescope. For the entire duration of h e  
observation, the telescope must be “locked onto” the target, so that the target will not move within the WF’s field of 
view. This is accomplished through a closed loop position conno1 system that loeks two of the telescope’s three 
Fine Guidance Sensors on a pair of known “guide stais” in  the neighborhood of the target. Guide star acquisition 
requires time, and locking can only occur when the guide stars are visible to the telescope. As a first approximation, 
we can consider the visibility the guide stars to coincide with the visibility of the viewing target. 

Since the telescope is orbiting at low altitude (355 to 380 miles), almost every target will be periodically occulted 
by the earth. Similarly, pointing reshictions relative to the sun and moon will restrict viewing opportunities. 
However, as indicated above, the visibility windows for any given target that are implied by these consuainls will be 
deterministically known within the short-term scheduling horizon. 

HEAT PIPE I1 of BI 

R E U Y  OPTICS AND 
LIGHT R4FFLE I 1  of 81 

SELECTABLE OPTICAL 
ASSEMBLY ISOFA1 

J EXTERNAL RADIATOR 1 
[a ,INVAR BULK MEAD 

FILTER 

IlRROR 

Figure I: The Wide Fxld. Planetary Camera (WFK) (taken born [151) 

The achievement of Condition 2 (WF must be operational for specified duration), typically requires the execution 
of complex sequences of setup opebations. Relative to our example, the WF is in fact only part of a more complex 
instrument called WFIPC (Figure 1); it consists of two separate CCD sensors with different fields of view, the WF 
and the Planetary Camera (XI. Both defectors share a service base, which we will refer to as WFPC. The base 
instrument and both detectors have an associated Dperating status, which can undergo the warming up and cooling 
down transition sequences described in Figllres 2 and 3 respectively. 

These transition graphs. however. are not independent. A fmt consmint requires that PC remain in the off state 
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Figure 2: The WFPC warm-up/coo-down transition network 

t (4n. 3nl 

Figure 3: The warm-up/cooldown baasition network for both the WF and Pc d w m  
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(state 2s in Figure 3) during any time that WF is not in the 2 stare, and vice versa. The WF (or PC) can also only be 
in one of the two possible operational states (4u and 4n in Figue 3) if the WFPC is in the cmrespnding operational 
state. Other more complex conditions require synchronization with an entire aansition process. While the WF (or 
the PC) is in 3n ( 3 4  state, for example, the WFPC can only be in any of the states penaining to warm-up or 
ml-down sequences of transitions between the corrasponding 3n ( 3 4  and 4n (414) states depicted in Figure 2. 

The specification of an exposure also implies specific communication requirements, for m s f e r  of resulb to the 
ground, and. in some cases, for real-time analysis of the data. Communication constraints are a function of the 
specified insmment and viewing mode (the Wmc has only a single ''imaging" mode), as well as various user 
specified special requirements (e&, immediate down-linking of data). The execution of supporting communication 
activities is subject to constraints that typically diffez from tbose required by the actual exposing activity. For 
example, transmission of data requires both visibility of a communication satellite and the availability of an 
appropriate communication link; storage of results for later transmission requires sufficient on-board tape recorder 
capacity. Observations may also be designated as "intenuptible" in the event of earth occultations, in which case 
additional activitiaF are required to mstablish the target lock after each occultation period. Periodic passage of the 
telescope through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA), a portion of the Van Pelt radiation belt. also restricts viewing 
opporlunities. 

3 Opportunistic, Constraint-Directed Scheduling 
The magnitude of Ihe overall observation scheduling las!6 (Le., producing a year 10116 observation schedule) 

suggests a hierarchical demmposition of the p H e m  over different time scales and a successive refinement 
approach to the development of a detailed solution. This view is further supported by the fact that there are various 
degrees of uncenainty asaiated with different constraints over merent time horizons. For example, constraints 
relating to the telescope's position in its orbit (e&, when the telescope will be in the earth's shadow, when a 
communication satellite will be visible) can only be known with cenainty up IO a month or so in advance. At the 
Same time, these constraints can often be mated in a statistical sense over longer planning horizons (e.6.. percentage 
of dark time expected in a given time peaiod). Such constraint models, when considered in combination with other 
constmints whose implications can be seen at coarset temporal granularities (eg.. constraints restricting how close 
the telescope may point toward the sun, which may preclude viewing a target for a two month Hod during the 
coming year). can provide a basis for aggregate allocation decisions. T h e  ideas have been effectively exploited in 
t91 to schedule observarions into successively finer grained time segments (e&, monthlyMek1y time buckets). 

We presume a similar approach to managing the complexity of the overall problem, and ow work focuses 
specifically on h e  short-term (one week to one month) observation scheduling problem. In this contexL all orbital 
constraints are known with certainty. and the objective is a directly executable observation schedule. The character 
of this problem differs in one important respect from that of the marset granularity planning described above. At 
aggregate levels, it is not possible to ensure feasibility of the schedules produced (i.e., that there is sufficient viewmg 
time in a given time segment to execute all scheduled observations), and it makes little sense to heat "viewing 
capacity" constraints in a rigid absolute manner. In fact, a certain amount of oversubscription is desirable to provide 
short term scheduling flexibility, and the aggregate scheduling concern is more one of appropriately distributing 
capacity requirements over the long term scheduling horizon. On the other hand, conmction of a detailed shon 
term schedule does require a guarantee of executability. This implies absolute consistency with all consbaints 
dating to viewing capacity ( i t . .  the actual "physics" of carrying out telescope observations), and definite decisions 
as to what observations can and can't be performed in the current short-term horizon. 

One approach to detailed scheduling that har; demonseated an ability to effectively cope with a large and 
conflicting set of constraints is constraint-direcred $ckdu/ing /7,14.111. This approach forms the Mis of the 
OPIS scheduling system 1141, and its effectiveness has been experimentally validated in the context of complex 
factory scheduling pblems[l l l .  In brief, consiraint-directed scheduling is an incremental problem solving 
methodology based on repeated global analysis of the characteristics of constraints implied by the current partial 
solution (e.g.. intervals of likely resauce contention, relative flexibility of different activity time constrains, 
conflicts in the current partial schedule) as a means for structuring and exploring the underlying s m h  space. The 
approach presumes an ability on the pan of h e  problem solver to decompose the overall problem in different ways. 
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Heuristic knowledge relating the implications of analysis results (Le., perceived needs and opportunities for 
optimizing along different dimensions) to the relative strengths and weaknesses of alternative problem 
decomposition strategies provides a basis for focusing attention at each step (Le.. which decisions to consider next 
and which scheduling criteria to emphasize). Commilments are thus made in an opporfunistic manner (i.e., there is 
no a priori constraint on the order in which decisions are made). As specific mmmiments are made, current 
solution constraints are upaated to reflect their consequences. This approach represents a radical departure from 
traditional dispatch-- scheduling methodologies [12], wherein commitments are generated in a strict forward 
time order. It enables the scheduler to focus immediately on those dacisions most critical to overall optimization of 
scheduling objectives as opposed to encnuntering them only after other restricting commiments have necessarily 
been made. 

In considering the applicability of this previous w d  in constraintdimted factory scheduling to the HST 
short-term scheduling prohlem, one distinction of consequence between domains is the relarive complexity of 
state-dependent Constraints that must be attended lo. In the factory scheduling domains previously considered, 
necessary statedependent activities (in this case concerning the "setup" of resources for specific manufacturing 
opt ions)  were simplistic and themselves relatively unconstrained. Given these constraint characteristics, it was 
possible to operate with modeling assumptions only slightly more sophisticated than those of classical 
scheduling [21. In particular, OPIS adopts a simplifd view of the state of resomes over time, explicitly modeling 
only h i i  available capacity, and assuming all other aspects of their state to be a function of the last activity 
performed. Resour~e setups are implicitly modeled as adjusments to the durations of axivities that require them. 

In the HST domain, in contrast, it is simply not passible to opwate under such modeling assumptions. The 
complexity and interacting nature of the state-dependent consrmints on telescope &saxation prevent the definition 
of accurate implicit models (e.g.. observation "setup dwations"). instead requiring an explicit model of the actual 
world state and the on-line expansion of sequences of activities to satisfy o w a t i o n  setup constraints. At the same 
time, given the large-scale nature of the overall problem (e.g., the scheduling of several hundred exposwcs over a 1 
week horizon). such detailed reasoning can only be feasibly approached once some commitment has been made 
relative to where on the time line specific observations are to be placed. Thus, it is evident that analysis and 
opportunistic commitment with regard to specific observations must take place relative to approximate models of 
C u r r e n t  solution constraints, and as such, these commitments can. at best, provide consmints on the actual decisions 
that must ultimately be taken. Such commiImenU must be subsequently refined so as to both insure their feasibility 
(Le.. that requisite activities can be accomplished in a manner consistent with the decision and the current pamal 
schedule) and attend, as much as is possible. to their optimality (i.e.. that the f d  placement of all constituent 
activities on the time line reflects relevant scheduling objectives). 

This approach to scheduling forms the basis of the HSTS scheduler. In the following sections. we describe the 
system components that enable such decision-making, considering in turn the domain description language, the 
temporal data base, and the pmhlem solving methodology. 

4 Modeling the Dynamics of Telescope Operations 
As indicated at the outset of this paper, scheduling in HSTS is viewed as the process of consmcting a behavior of 

a system that satisfies given consmhts. Assuming lhis view, the f i t  problem to address is that of describing the 
structure and dynamics of the system to be managed. Our approach reflects the following broad modeling 
requirements: 

Representational adequacy: 

In-depth analysis of the HST scheduling problem has led to the idenrification of several representational 
requirements: 

1. the ability to model actions and states that have definite, and often context-dependent, durations 
(e.g., slewing time). 

2,the ability to deal with actions and events that depend on the occurrence of particular 
combinations of states as o p p o d  to the execution of explicit actions (e.g., a lock on a target is 
lost if the visibility window closes) 
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3. the ability to model not only sequence constraints among actions and states but also conslraints 
on their parallel occurrence (e.g., consiraints on WFPC reconfiguration). 

The HSTS modeling framework addresses all of these issues. 
Independence from the particular application: It is evident that the representational issues identified 
above are not unique to the HST domain, but are instead common to a wide range of scheduling 
problems. For example, a repesentatim of context-dependent durations is fundamental to management 
of ammated factories where mobile robots are used to move parts amund. as optimization of paths and 
travel times would necessarily play an important role. 

The HSTS modeling fmmework provides a general apprmch to the representation of physical systems, 
which we have used to construct a specifiie madel of the HST opeiating environment. 

Independence from the problem sdving strategy: 

Use of an oppomnistic scheduling methodology implies the need to variably adopt different problem 
solving slrategies during the conshucfioll of system behaviors (e.g. backward chaining, forward 
simulation). Thus, the system description must truly encompass all possible behaviors of the system, 
and be decoupled horn any assumptions about the nature of problem solving strategy to be applied. 

The HSTS modeling framework achieves such independence by clearly separating the description of the 
structure and the dynamics of the system, which is of general use, fmm any heuristics and preferences 
that might be added to the model to specialize. it with respect to a specilic problem solving smregy. 

The development of frameworks for the representarion of system behaviors has always been a central component 
of AI research in planning. However. this work falls short when viewed in tenns of the specific modeling 
requiremenu idenWied above. Traditional STRIPS-style representation formalisms [5,18] are clearly inadequate, 
since they represent actions as inslantaneous bansitions among states and therefore mume an implicit model of 
time. More recent work has addressed many of the limitations of this approach. However, in some cases 
[1,8,16, I31 the specification of actions has rerained a central role, making it difficult to m a t  parallelism 

consmints among different actidstate sequemxs. In other cases [4,6], the domain representation language is 
primarily jusrified in terms of the particular problem solving style that is applied to the system model. 

In the following subsections, we describe the salient features of the HSTS modeling framework. We f i t  consider 
the basic primitives for specifyiing system structure and dynamics. and then the extensions necessary to 
accommodate multiple levels of representation. 

4.1 The HSTS Domain Description Language 
Within the HSTS domain description language, a system is defined, at the basic structural level. as a collection of 

interacting pans or individuals. An individual is seen as an instance of a prototype elms. Each class is 
characterized by a particular set of properties. For example, the optical system of HST is defined as an instance 
(the sole instance in this case) of the class of space telescope optical systems. For purpses of scheduling, the state 
of an optical system is fully specified once one knows what it is pointing at Thus, the sole propeny of this class is 
W W G  STATUS. Another important class of individuals is that of fmed targets (stars, globular clusters, galaxies, 
etc.) (see Figure 4). One of their fundamental Properties is their position on the the celestial sphere, identified by a 
<Right Ascension. Declination> coordinate pair; anothw is their visibility with respect to the space telescope. 

( (faed-target 
LOCATION: 
V I S I B I r n  ) )  

Figure 4 The class of fixed targets 

A fundamental assumption relative to the specification of properties is  that it must be conceptually possible to 
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associate one and only one value w rzxh property of each individual in the system model at any inslant of time. In 
general, a value of a pmperty of an individual is seen as a description of some relation existing among that 
individual and other individuals in the system. Some prrOperrie~ are static, i.e.. their value does not change over 
time. Others are dynamic. i.e., their value might change over time. Referring again to the example in Figure 4, a 
fixed target's LOCATION is a static pqwty  while its vImILrr~ is dynamic (i.e. some times it will be visible and 
other times it will be occulted). Other examples of dynamic pmperties in the HST domain include the FoWITSG 
STATUS of the telescope's optical system and the OPERATING STATUS of an instrument 

Dynamic properties of individuals are referred to as state variables. A bebavior of the system is an an evolution 
over time of the values of the state variables that is consistent with the system's specifications. Given the previously 
sratad assumption regarding the association of values m p r o p t k ,  it follows that a behavior of the system is 
completely specified once a value has been assoCiated with each stale variable for each instant of time. Scheduling is 
concaned with the construction of such behaviors, and we will consider the representation of specific behaviors in a 
subsequent section. For now, we are concerned with specification of the possible behaviors that can be realized by 
the system. 

To fully define a given sfate variable, it is necessary to specify the set of values that it can possibly assume. Since 
values represent relations among individuals. a set of values is a set of tuples belonging to one or more relations. 
Each tuple is represented as a predkite calculus assenions with predicate names designating specific relations and 
arguments denoting variables 01 constants; by convention variable argumenu are preceded by a question mark. 
Reaming to our examples born the HST domain, the YIsIBIISry state variable of a given fixed target ?T is dehed 
to take on one of the two possible values at any  point in time: WSrELE (7T) or NOT-VISIBLE (?T).  The set of 
possible values for the P0I"c STATUS of the optical system of the telexope is given in Figure 5, where the 
variables ?T, ?T1 and ?72 designate arbitrary targets. 

LOCKED (HST, ?T)  
UNLOCKED (HST, ? T )  
LOCKING ( H h ,  ?T) 
SLEWING i HST ?TI. ?72 

Figure 5: Possible values of p o I " G  STATUS 

Besides the 'structure" of the system, the other fundamental aspect that a model has to covet is the specification 
of the "laws" that govem the possible behaviors of the system. In the HSTS domain description language, such laws 
are expressed as constraints on the possible values that the state variables can assume over time; in particular it is 
possible to specify consmints of simultaneity and sequentiality with respect to specific state values. 

Such consuaints are. organized around each possible value of each state variable as value descriptors. A value 
descriptor can be s e n  as the spifmtion of pauems of values relative to the variables of the system and extending 
over time; each value has a single value descriptor. In order for a value v to be present in a behavior 5 of the 
system, it must be possible to recognize in B one and only one of the patterns specified in the value descriptor of v. 

In more detail, a value descriptor specifies two different types of information. The fmt is the intrinsic duration 
of the value. An intrinsic duration is a constraint on the amount of time that a value can appear continuously in a 
behavior of the system; it is represented as a pair of temporal distances [ d , D l ,  d < D ,  where d and D arc 
respectively the lower bound and the upper bound on the duration. For example, [ c, cl, where c is a constant, can 
be associated to a value with a constant intrinsic duration. The couple [O, +-1 denotes an indefinite duration; in this 
case the duration of the value is totally determined by the Dccurrellce of other values that cons!nin its start and end 
time. 
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In general, both d and D may be functions of the arguments of the predicate that represents the associated value. 
The intrinsic duration of SLEWING (HST, ?T1, ?E?), for example, is represented by the pair: 

[slewing-lime (HST,?Tl,?IZ). slewing-time (HST,?7I,?n)J 
This will return a single duration once the two targets ?T1 and ?T2 are known. 

The second component of a value descriptor specifies how the Occurrence of other state values in a behavior 
conshains the continuous occurrence of the corresponding value. These constraints. referred to as compatibilities, 
are expressed as temporal relations betwem the smt and/or end rimes of the continuous occurrences of two values. 
For example, the constraint that a target ?T must be visible in order to take a picture. of it with viewing insnument ?I 
in operational stam ?S. is exppressed as: 

VISIBLE(?T) [containr. [O.+-l.[O,+-J] EXPOSE(?I,?S,?T) 

This indicates that. for any ?I. ?S and ?T, if EXPOSE (?f, ?S, ?T) appears in the behavior of the system. then thc 
value VISIELE (?T) has to appear continuously during an interval of time such that its start p e d e s  the s m  of 
EXPOSE (?I ,  ?S, 7T) by an indefmite amount of time and its end follows the end of EXPOSE (?I. ?S, ?T)  by an 
indefmite amount of time. Another temporal relation available in the domain description language is 
{before, [ d . D l J ,  which specifies that the end of the constraining value must precede the start of the constrained 
value, and the time interval separating the two events is constrained by [ d , D ] ;  The relation (before, [O.O]]. Cor 
example, requires the simultaneity of the two events. 

The compatibilities defined by a value descriptor are partitioned into preconditions, which indicate the state 
values which may enable the occurrence of the described value, and postconditions, which indicate the state ralues 
that may be caused by the occurrence of the described value. Both preconditions and postconditions may consist of 
one or more sets of alternative compatibilities. nKse stfllCtures are. represented in the domain description language 
as AND/XOR trees of compatibility sets. Any set of compatibilities that once satisfied. or true, would satisfy, or 
make me, the overall compatibility W, is a sufficient condition for the corresponding value to arise. Figllre 6 
illustrates the precondition and postcondition compatibility siructure of the value EXPOSE ( WF, 4n, ?T), which 
corresponds to taking a picture of a given target with the WF in o p e r a t i d  status 4n. 

4.2 Levels of Representation 
The domain description language just outlined provides a basis for specifying explicit models of system behavior. 

With respxt to the HST domain, this is fundamental to the generation of executable observing schedules. However, 
as indicated earlier. the complexity of large scale scheduling problems also requires an ability to reason with simpler 
approximate models of system dynamics, as global problem analysis and focus of attention cannot be feasibly 
accomplished relative to the full complexity of the detailed model. To accommodate such decision-making, the 
HSTS modeling framework provides primitiva for augmenting tbe specified detailed model with an abstract model. 
Values in the absbact model provide high level descriptions of system activities; in particular. representing the 
specific scheduling goals that constitute the current problem. In the HST domain, abstract values refer to specific 
"observations" (e.g., OBSERVE(?P, ?I, ?S, ?T, ...), where ?P designates an observation program, ?I designates a 
viewing instrument, ?S designates the required operating state of ?I, and ?T designates a target), which decompose 
into appropriate value configurations at the detailed level (e.g.. an EXPOSE(?/. ?S, ?T) READOLIT(?C, ?r) 
sequence, with ?C designating a communication device). 

The primary distinction with respect to the representation of absmct values is the implicit treatment of state 
dependent ""tup" constraints. These constraints correspond precisely to the compatibilities associated with those 
system state variables over which the scheduler has mtrd (e& the OPERAmG STATUS of specific instruments, the 
P0I"G SrATuS of the telescope's optical system, etc.). At the abstract level, such cmshaints are instead modeled 
implicitly as adjustments to the intrinsic durations of values (i.e. as was done in the OPIS scheduler), and arc 
represented as functions in the absnact value's desxiptor. For example, the complex of derailed activities necessary 
to position HST for viewing can be modeled as a contextdependent duration, in this case a function of the proximity 
of the previous and current targets, and the time required for guide star acquisition. Similarly, instrument 
reconfiguration time can be estimated via a configuration distance matrix. Such models obviously ignore much of 
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Type: LOCKED (HST, ?T) 
Temporal-Relation: (mntains, [O,+- 1, [O, +-]I 

Type: STATE (WFPC, 4n) 
Temporal-Relation: I contains, 10, +- 1. IO, +-I I 

0 Type: TRANSITION (WE 4n, 3n) 
Temporal-Relation: {before, LO, O]} 

Figure 6: Compatibilities for MPOSE ( WF, 4n, ?T ): (a) hecondition tree, @) Postcondition tree 

the details of the actual system dynamics (e.g., distinct setup activities are assumed mt to interact). At the same 
time, they enable a level of representation of the scheduling problem wherein all activities to be. placed on the time 
line can be assumed to be known in advance, providing a framework for global analysis of current solution 
constrain& and opprtunistic subproblem formulation. 

Specification of the mapping between abshact and detailed values in the model is accomplished through rhe 
a ska t ion  of refmement descriptors with abstract values. The refinement descriptor of a given abstract value 
specifies a corresponding set of detailed state values, and a set of tern@ relations oonsrraining the5 occurrence 
over time. For example, the refinement descriptor for OBSERE(?P. ?I, ?S, 'IT. ...) listed in Figure 7 specifies thc 
wmrmce of two values, EXPOSE(?l. ?S, ?T) and READOUT( IMbyfe-link, ?I) on the oPmmc STATUS state 
variables of the instrument and communication device respectively, such that the end time of the EXPOSE and the 
start time of the READOUT are within the duration of a single orbit. Furthermore, the start and end time of the 
EXPOSE coincide respectively with the start and end time of the absmct OBSERVE. These latter constraints 
provide a basis for downward imposition of time constraints, as well as upward propagation of detailed scheduling 
decisions. 

5 Representing System Behaviors 
Given a description of the system to be managed, a second broad architeztwd issue concerns the manner in which 

specific system behaviors (i.e. schedules) constructed by the schedulw are represented. Within HSTS, this is 
accomplished through the use of an underlying temporal data base. The HSTS temporal data base has the following 
general characteristics: 

1. It stores behaviors of a system: In fact the data base satisfies a stronger requirement. since its only 
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[ (refine-desc-1 .. 
VALUE: 

OBSERVE(?P,?I,?S,?T, ... ) 
SUBVALUES: 

VI (OPWATINFSTATUS EXPOSE(?f. ?S, ?n) 
V2 (OPERATINGSTATUS RKADOUT(?f.lMbyle-hhk) ) 

VI [ before, 10, *orbi&-durafion* I ) V2 
ORDERINGMNS~IRAIKIS: 

SAMESTART: VI 
SAME-END: v1 ) ]  

Figure 7: Refinement descriptor for OBSERVE( ?P. ?I, ?S, ?T, ...) 
legal state.~ are those that satisfy the conshaints on the dynamics of a pre-specified system model; 

2. It is a constraint network Behaviors are reptesented implicitly by a series of constraints that have 
been either externally imposed (e.g. by requirements of the problem) or directly exmcted from the 
system model. This provides a representation of a partial schedule as a state of the database where 
several aspects of the system behavior currently under construction are left underspecified. 

3. It supports opportunistic scheduling: At any point during scheduling, several parts of the data base 
might require refmement (through additional constraint posting) to @uce a complete specifcation of 
the F d  schedule. The darabase leaves complete Freedan as to the order in which these. refinemen6 
are made. 

The HSTS temporal data base extends in several ways the philosophy of the time map formalism developed in 
131. Perbps the most fundamental deparuue in our approach is the tight connection that is established between the 
stale of the data base and the model of a system This association provides a strong basis for enforcing databm 
consistency. 

In this Section. we first introduce the main representational primitives of the HSTS temporal datn base. and we 
then discuss the. temporal data base v i s u a l i o n  facilities provided by the HSTS scheduler. 

5.1 The HSTS Temporal Data Base 
As in [3], the HSTS temporal data base explicitly represents the s t a t  and the end of the occurrence of a particular 

state variable value as nodes, or time points, in a directed graph. Each edge of the graph is a temporal distance 
constraint between the two connected points; each edge has an associated pair [ d ,  D I, with D 2 d 2 0, designating 
current lower and upper bounds on the distance. 

The occurrence of a value is represented as a triple <SI, e&, rypes, called token, where SI and el. respectively the 
token’s start and end, are two time points and fype is a set of values. 

Depending on the cardinality of the type. a token can have two different interpretations: 
value token, if the type is a single value. A value token indicates the actual mmm of that value in 
the set of behaviors currently represented by the temporal data base. 
constraint token, if the type is a set of values of cardinality greater than one. This kind of token 
denotes a sequence of values of indefinite length (pssibly empty). Each value of the sequence is 
constrained to belong to the type of the token, while sr and et represent respactively the start of the fvst 
value in the sequence and the end of the last token in the sequence. 

Tokens are organized into quences that reflect the values assumed by each system state variable over time in the 
behavior currently represenled in the data base. Note that start and end points of value occurrences (tokcns) in ihe 
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data base are. not necessarily uniquely determined, instead, time bounds on their Occurrence can bc obtained by 
propgating the distance constraints of each edge across the entire time points graph. 

A tight connection to the system model is maintained by allowing a token to appear in the time map only if thc 
occurrence of its associated value is consistent with the system's dynamics and any other conshaints imposed by the 
scheduling problem (e.&, a conslraint that one activity must precede another). Consistency with the system's 
dynamics entails the following two structural propetlies: 

1. The distance between the start and the end point of each value token must be consistent with the 
intrinsic duration of the value; this implies the existence of a distance consraint between the token's 
stan and end pints which reflects the lower and upper bounds on duration defined in the 

2. For each value token, there must be a set of satisfied compatibilities among the alternatives defmed in 
the value descriptor. This requires the existence of a constraining token for each compatibility of the 
set, whose value matches the value panem in the compatibility and whose start and end points can be 
connected to the extremes of the constrained token according to the temporal relation in the 
compatibility. The incrementality of the HSTS tern@ data base lies in the fact that compatibilities 
can be achieved incrementally. More precisely, each token maintains an instantiation of the 
precondition and posuvlndition trees sp i f i ed  in the value desaiptor of its type. When a precondition 
(postcondidon) is Satisfied. this fact is propagated through the precondition (postcondition) tree of the 
appropriate token. If f h e r  preconditions (postconditions) remain to be achieved to justify the 
Occmnce of a given token, the corresponding precondition @ostcondition) tree is said to be still 
open. 

corresponding value descriptor. 

5.2 Visualization of the Temporal Data Base 

base. 
The HSTS scheduler provides a powerful graphical inteaface to access the information stored in the temporal data 

A sequence of tokens associated to a state variable can be visualized in tar, different ways. 

For some state variables, the characteristics of the dynamics of the system or of the scheduling problem at hand 
uniquely determine the times of murrence of the msitions among values; these state variables are therefore 
outside of the control of the scheduling system. In the HST domain, for example, this is the case with the visibility 
state variables of viewing targets. Wirhin the interface. the sequences of values on all state variables of this kind are 
visualized within a two window pane (Figure 8). The left window contains the names of the state variables, which 
are mouse sensitive in order to pmvide additional information on their athibutes. The succession of their values is 
represented as a sequence of rectangles on an horizontal time line. Different shadings are used to represent different 
values; for example, in Figure 8 each box conesponds to a state of visibility of the target, wilh black designating 
periods of occultation and white. designating periods of visibility. Each box is m o m  sensitive to provide textual 
information on their value and start and end times. 

For the state variables that can be manipulated by the scheduler, it is necessary to visualize the time bounds on the 
start and end times of each token. This is obtained by associating a three window p e  to each state variable; Figure 
9, for example, displays four of the state variables in the HST model. three representing the OPERATING STATUS of 
the WFPC and its two detectors, and the other representing the teleswpe optical system's WI"F STATUS. The 
sequence of tokens assumed by the state variable is stacked vertically. with the earliest tokens in the sequence at the 
top. The left of each pane contains the names of the tokens; clicking on each of them will provide information 
regarding the status of the precondition and postcondition ti-em. The middle window displays the type of each 
token: each of them can be enlarged by selecting it with the mouse. The right window contains a graphical 
representation for the time bounds of each token, Le., its earliest start time. earliest end time, latest sm lime and 
latest end time. Each point is represented by an appropriately shaded box. Clicking on the displayed time bound 
will visualize the numeric times associated with each extreme point. 

A variety of graphical tools are available to query additional information. Facilities for focusing the visualization 
on different pans of the time map are also available; they include 2D panning and zooming, with the possibility of 
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Figure 8: Visibility of viewing targets 

Figure 9 Controllable state variables 

specifying the state. variables to be displayed and the associate token subsequences. It is also possiblc to select 
among layouu; of windows of dflerent sizes. 
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6 Integrating opportunistic scheduling and planning 
The third component of the HSTS scheduling architecture is the problem solving methodology. This melhodology 

has (he following distin-hing characteristics: 
1. It advocates opportunistic problem decomposition and solution development: Schedules are 

constructed incrementally through repeated formulation and solution of Specific scheduling 
subproblems. The framework provides complete flexibility to assemble subproblems according to 
characteristics of the current partial schedule. 

2. It utilizes multiple levels of representation: An abstract model of overall scheduling p b l e m ,  
suitable for global analysis of current solution constraints, provides a basis for problem decomposition 
and subproblem shucturing. The actual schedule is constructed according to the detailed model of the 
system. 

3. It integrates planning and scheduling: the construction of the schedule at the detailed level is carried 
out by a temporal planner, which enables expansion of requisite setup operations at problem solving 
time. 

The HSTS scheduling methodology, therefore, implements opportunistic, constraint-directed scheduling [141 with 
respect to a much more generally applicable set of mdeling assumptions. 

During the schedule generation pmcess, the current solution state is reflected by Ihe contents of two distinct 
temporal data bases: 

*Scheduling Problem Time Map (SPTM): This is a representalion of the scheduling goals and 

Current Solution Time Map (CSTM): This represents the set of behaviors of the system that are 

In the context of the HST scheduling problem, the SFTM initially contains the p l  of observations to be scheduled 
together with the temporal conmints implied by pmposer spcified requirements (e.g., their relationships to other 
observations in the same observing program). The CSTM initially reflects external events that are deterministically 
known (e.g., @OaS of Mget visibility) and assumptions regarding the initial state of other syslem state variables 
(e.g.. the initial state of each of the instruments, the initial pointing status, etc.) 

temporal scheduling constraints that constitute the current scheduling problem. 

consistent with the scheduling goals selected so far. 

Generation of a schedule pnxeeds incrementally, by repeatedly selecting and consnaining one or more as yet 
unachieved scheduling goals from the SPIU (or alternatively selecting one or more previously achieved goals to be 
retracted), and consnucting a system behavior that extends the CSTM to include achievement of the newly posted 
goals (or desired retraction of previously achieved goals). This cycle is repeated until either all of the scheduling 
g d  have been achieved or it has been determined that it is not possible to achieve those that remain. In the 
following subsections, we describe the HSTS scheduling cycle in more dew. 

6.1 Sub-Problem Formulation 
The fmt step of the iterative scheduling process is Sub-Problem Formulation, which is concerned w i ~  

specifying how to funher extend (or revise) the detailed partial solution developed thus far in the CSTM. 
Subproblem formulation opwates with respect to the high level representation of the overall problem provided by 
the SF'TM. At this level of representation. as indicated earlier, statedependent constraints on he achievement of 
scheduling goals are implicitly modeled as additional temporal constraints. Thus, from the standpoint of 
subproblem formulation, the problem is strictly one of optimizing the allocation of resource capacity to a known set 
of goal activities subject to current scheduling constraints. 

Subproblem formulation is organized as a two step process of problem analysis and heuristic commitment. 
During problem analysis. the constraints associated with currently unachieved scheduling goals are analyzed to 
produce a coarse characterization of the structure of the current solution space. The objective here is to estimate the 
level Of resource contenlion that exists over dfierent portions of the scheduling horizon, given the diversity and 
current temporal flexibility of outstanding resource requests. This characterization is used to differentiate among 
different problem deoompositiOn and subproblem structuring alternatives, and consistently focus the scheduler on 
the most appropriate subproblem. 
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Commitment to a specific subproblem is accomplished via the application of problem structuring heuristics. 
These heuristics encode knowledge which relates aspects of the current solution state to needs, opportunities and 
strategies for optimization relative to various scheduling objectives and preferences. Minimally, the result of 
heuristic commitment is the selection of an existing sub-map in the current SPTM; for example the selcction of a 
particular OBSERVE to achieve together with the time bounds currently implied by its relationships with other 
observations. More generally, however. heuristic commitInent entails the imposition of additional constraints. 
Problem swcturing heuristics may be based on problem specific optimization objectives (e.g., establishing 
sequencing constraints between selected observations so as to minimize slewing and/or instrument reconfiguration 
time), or reflect more general resource allocation strategies (e.g., restricting a selected observation's time window to 
an expected period of low resource contention). Heuristic commitment may also involve specification of 
preferences over the scheduling alternatives that exist within formulated subproblem constraints (e.g., "schedule the 
observation as early as possible withim the imposed time constraints"). 

Given the abstract model upon which subproblem formulation is based, it may in fact prove appropriate to revise 
aspects of the current solution as scheduling proceeds and solution constraints become clearer. In such cases, 
heuristic cmmitment actually reflects decommitment, and the formulated subproblem specifies one or more 
previously achieved goals to be retracted. Note, however, that such decisions must be heuristically motivated [141. 
as it will generally not be possible to satisfy all scheduling goals and exhaustive consideration of the overall solution 
space. is not a feasible worst case scenario. 

6.2 Sub-Problem Integration 

planning. There are two issues here. 
?he Sub-Problem Integration step provides the intdace between sub-problem formulation and derailed 

The fust issue concerns translation of the subproblem. formulated in terms of the more abstract model, into a 
representation of goals at the detailed level. In the case of new goals to be achieved, ~s is accomplished by 
interpreting the refmement descriptor associated with each top level scheduling goal designated in the formulated 
subproblem. In the case of previously achieved goals to be remted, the connection has already been established. 

The second issue concerns the integration of the resulting set of new planning goals into the current CSTM (or the 
removal of any previously achieved goals selected for retraction). Generally speaking. this task consists of 
specifying the pomOn of the current CSTM over which detailed planning will be permitted to range, and requires 
considmtion of the problem consuaints currently reflected by the CSTM in relation to those additionally imposed 
by the current sub-problem. Considering an example From the HST domain, suppose that the current scheduling 
subproblem consists of taking an exposure of target 73 between two previously scheduled observations. the fmt on 
target TI and the second on target 72. prior to integration of the new goal, the sequence of values on the telescope's 
pointing status in the CSTM will c o n a h  the subsaquence rquired to transition from being locked on target TI to 
being locked on target 72. To accommodate the new observation, it is necessary to remove this subsequence and 
substitute it with constraint tokens that can be refined to obtain the two subsequences necessary to move fmt from 
target T1 to target 73 and then from target 23 to target 7'2. In general, the integration of a sub-problem into the 
CSTM requires detemination of the tokens and/or causal connections in the CSTM that can be retained and those 
must be retracted or underconstrained to provide an appropriate degree of flexibility for detailed planning. 

63 Planning 
It is now necessary to establish that the underspecified CSTM into which the new subproblem has been integrated 

actually contains some consistent behavior of the system, i.e.. a partial schedule. The Planning phase of the cycle 
carries out the search for such behaviors. 

The planner refines the underconstrained CSTM through an iterative process. At any iteration, there may be 
several open compatibilities @e., preconditions and/or postconditions) in the CSTM. More precisely. a compatibility 
is open if it belongs to an open precondition @ostcondition) tree and dQs not have a corresponding irnplcmentation 
in the CSTM. 
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The planning cycle proceeds in two steps. The first step is to select a specilk open compatibility to achieve, along 
with the token lhis compatibility consnains (referred to as the constrained token). This is equivalent to choosing a 
constraint on the behavior of the system that will eventually constitute the schedule. The next step is to determine if 
the current CSTM is consistent with that constraint This is accomplished by posting the constraint in the CSTM. 
operation consisting of: 

1.selecting. from the time map, a constraining token that matches the value required by the 
compatibility, i.e., a token whose type has a non empty intersection with that required by the 
compatibility, and 

2. connecting the consmining token to the constrained token with the temporal relation indicated in lhe 
compatibility. 

When a consuaint is posted, a temporal constraint propagation process spreads the consequences to the rest of the 
CSTM. 

During execution of this planning cycle. choices may arise at two points: when selecting the compatibility and 
when selecting the constraining token. These choice points originate a search prmess. The application of 
appropriate hearistics permits to select the moa promising alternative: the architsme allows the introduction of 
arbitrary general purpose or domain specific heuristics. 

If the intmduction of a compatibility constraint in the current CSTM leads to detection of an inconsistency during 
consixaint propagation, this implies that the set of behaviors implicitly represented by the CSTM is empty. An 
inconsistency requires the planner to backtrxk in the search process, or to fail if no alternative paths are still open in 
the search tree. The planning cycle is repeated until either the CSTM contains no remaining open compatihilities, or 
all possibilities have been exhausted. 

7 Current Directions 
An initial version of the above scheduling architecture has been implemented and tested with respect to a 

simplified but representative model of the HST operating environment. The current HSTS prototype is capable of 
flexibly and efficiently consuucting system behaviors (schedules) consistent with formulated subproblems. It has 
already demonstrated an ability to handle most types of mstrainb considered by the current SOGS scheduling 
system, ana in some cases, provides functionality that is beyond SOGS's current capabilities. The scheduling cycle 
is fully automated, although the system currently operates with a fairly unsophisticated subproblem formulation 
component (the development of a more sophisticated subproblem formulator is currently underway - see below). 
The system may also be operated interactively, in which case the user plays the role of the subproblem formulator 
and focuses the temporal planner. 

Our research to date has focused on specification of the principal architectural components of the scheduler. 
Particular emphasis has been placed on definition of a domain description language suitable for representing the 
complex constraints that govern space telescope opations. and development of a temporal planner that effectively 
exploits this representation to generate executable observation schedules. Current research is aimcd at the 
refinement of current system components, and the development and incorporation of more powerful schcduling 
heuristics. 

One area of work concerns the development of more sophisticated constraintdirected strategies for sub-problem 
formulation. The current subproblem formulation component operates with respect to a fairly simple "setup 
minimization" heuristic which assumes only limited knowledge of the suucture of solution space and accOunE for 
only a fraction of HST scheduling objectives and preferences. We are investigating the use of previously developed 
preference representations [7,101 as a basis for more general characterizations of current solution constraints, and 
the development of problem decomposition heuristics that operate with r e s p t  to t h w  representations. On a 
related no% we currently have little insight into performance tradeoffs concerning the relative amount of problem 
solving effort expended at the subproblem formulation and detailed planning levels, and the relative amount of 
problem solving responsibility that should be ascribed to each component Expimental analysis of this tradeoff is 
IHpired. 
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An important issue relating to sub-problem integration that requires further investigation concerns determination 
of the portion of the CSTM that detailed planning should range over in solving the current subproblem (as this ha$ a 
direct bearing on the amount of search required). The cunent implementation exploits previously achieved "goal' 
tokens in the CSTM as a means for establishing the planner' initial state. We are currently investigating more 
context-sensitive approaches that take better advantage of aspects of the CSTM relevant to the solution of the 
current subproblem. 

With respect to detailed planning, we have found the use of heuristics to limit the number of alternatives 
expanded and minimize backuacking to be extremely imponant, and we are currently pursuing the further 
development of such heuristics. Our work so far seems to suggest that their nature depends in part on the general 
structure of the domain (as described in the system dynamics specification) in which case they should be 
transferable to other scheduling domains, and in part on the specifics of the particular domain. Furthermore, while 
the planner presently builds a plan by posting one compatibility at a time, we believe much power can be gained by 
storing sub-plans (i.e., appropriate. networks of tokens), and assembling them in order to build the new CSTM. This 
is also an area of current investigation. 

We believe we have made considerable progress toward the development of a better solution to the HST 
observation scheduling problem. In conjunction with the work described above, our current plans for the coming 
year include a scaling up of the current model of the HST domain for purposes of conducting a cornparaiive 
performance analysis with the existing SOGS scheduling system relative to actual sets of observation proposals. 
This head to head competition will provide a realistic assessment of the power of our approach. 
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